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ABSTRACT

Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is problem that has been deeply developed by many researcher. Which the rules is to visits cities once and go back to the start city after finished. Many algorithms have been compared to find the optimal solution, but yet still not gives optimal solution.

This project will solve the problem using algorithm. Algorithm that will be used is A* algorithm and Genetic algorithm to compare which algorithm that is better in solving TSP. For this to be happened, this project will create programs that using Java Programming Language.

The result of this project is to compare the processing time and minimum cost required of both algorithms. Conclusion of this project is Genetic algorithm have got more winning than A* algorithm because of its constant of processing time even with many cities visited in one travel.
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PREFACE

Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one of the most difficult problem that still being developed to find more optimal solution when visiting multiple cities. In a simple traveling with only below five places might not be hard for people to understand. But what if the traveling routes takes more than five places. Surely it will give more confusion for people to choose the best route. Many algorithms have been used but yet people still not knows what type of algorithms that bests in solving TSP. So this project will used two algorithms that have totally different solving type in order for comparison matters. This algorithms are A* algorithm and Genetic algorithm.

For the first chapter of this report will explain about background, scope, and objective of this project. In the chapter 2, this report will explain about literature of the problems and algorithms which is important thing to note. Then, the chapter 3 will explain the process of how this project will be done. After that, in the chapter 4 will give analysis and design of the project. In chapter 5, explanation of the program implementation and testing of how it will be done are going to be reviewed in this chapter. And at the chapter 6 will explain about conclusion and result of this project, and also future research to developed the project to be more better.
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